Isotopic and modeling investigation of long-term protein turnover in rat tissues.
Fractional synthesis rates (FSR) of tissue proteins (P) are usually measured using labeled amino acid (AA) tracer methods over short periods of time under acute, particular conditions. By combining the long-term and non-steady-state (15)N labeling of AA and P tissue fractions with compartmental modeling, we have developed a new isotopic approach to investigate the degree of compartmentation of P turnover in tissues and to estimate long-term FSR values under sustained and averaged nutritional and physiological conditions. We measured the rise-to-plateau kinetics of nitrogen isotopic enrichments (δ(15)N) in the AA and P fractions of various tissues in rats for 2 mo following a slight increase in diet δ(15)N. Using these δ(15)N kinetics and a numerical method based on a two-compartment model, we determined reliable FSR estimates for tissues in which P turnover is adequately represented by such a simple precursor-product model. This was the case for kidney, liver, plasma, and muscle, where FSR estimates were 103, 101, 58, and 11%/day, respectively. Conversely, we identified tissues, namely, skin and small intestine, where P turnover proved to be too complex to be represented by a simple two-compartment model, evidencing the higher level of subcompartmentation of the P and/or AA metabolism in these tissues. The present results support the value of this new approach in gaining cognitive and practical insights into tissue P turnover and propose new and integrated FSR values over all individual precursor AA and all diurnal variations in P kinetics.